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OVERVIEW

Recovery during the first nine months of 2003 was gradual and

most industry participants only experienced an easier ride in the

4th quarter. Our consistent gain in market share during the past five

years, especially in respect of our IC wire bonders, translated into

outstanding growth for ASM in both turnover and profit in 2003 as

the semiconductor industry re-equipped.  This result was only

possible by virtue of our ability to rapidly ramp up production when

demand eventuated, quickly responding to customer requirements

for short delivery lead times.  Our sales revenue and bottom line

were the second highest in ASM’s corporate history, only exceeded

by the exceptional year of 2000.

With our 2nd half turnover exceeding the first six months by 41.8%

and our order backlog as of 31 December 2003 increased to

US$119 million, order inflows clearly have been much stronger in

recent months and substantiate the prevailing view of a solid

industry recovery.  In fact, most industry analysts have predicted

strong double-digit growth for the semiconductor (20+ %) and the

assembly and packaging equipment (38 - 40%) industries in 2004.

In dealing with the output challenges of the current year we have

already been busy adding staff, floor space and production

machines to contain our equipment lead time within customer-

acceptable parameters, and it is clear that these processes will need

to continue as market demands increase.

Fortunately, we have more abundant financial and human resources

than our competitors, and can leverage this advantage to enhance

our customer focus, reinforcing our strategic partnership with major

clients in this upcoming period of technology driven growth.

Providing packaging solutions using ASM equipment and

leadframes has repeatedly proved effective in unlocking the doors of

customers not accessible by a standalone product field evaluation.

By combining our process knowledge in die attachment, flip chip,

wire bonding, encapsulation, unit singulation and leadframe design,

ASM’s innovative, integrated solutions to customers’ production

needs will continue be our most powerful weapon in the fight for

increased market share.

MARKET AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Equipment Division

In a year when the assembly equipment industry resumed its growth

after a prolonged downturn and pundits estimated a growth rate of

25-32%, ASM once again outperformed all its industry peers in

turnover and revenue change.  Building on our industry-largest

market share, our equipment business grew 48.4% to US$278 million,

representing 83.1% of the Group’s turnover in 2003 and the second

highest in our corporate history.  We maintained the number one

position in the assembly and packaging equipment industry we

have held since 2002, widening the revenue gap between us and

our closest competitor to 18.5%.  The rapid increase in this figure

over the last twelve months from a 4.7% margin in 2002 clearly

reflects ASM’s growing market share.
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MARKET AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT (CONTINUED)

Equipment Division (continued)

Both our wire and die bonders achieved wonderful results.  With a

35 m fine pitch bond capability that is one generation ahead of our

competitors, ASM’s Eagle 60 gold wire bonder outperformed its

competition in many field evaluations, enabling us to capture

several major new IC accounts, all well-known in the semiconductor

industry.  These include three top-five American semiconductor

companies, three leading subcons and two U.S. integrated device

manufacturers (IDMs).  At the same time we managed to rapidly

ramp up output when demands grew strongly in the 4th quarter,

taking just three months to achieve a peak level output similar to the

year 2000, giving a major boost to annual revenue.  Likewise, our

innovative, high speed IC and discrete bonders have been steadily

gaining ground with their abilities to handle very small and thin die,

stacked die and particle-controlled image sensor applications.

In another innovative response to customers’ advanced packaging

needs and cost-down pressure, ASM has developed and mapped

out a portfolio of die, wire and flip chip bonder products geared for

different die sizes, attachment processes, pad pitch requirements

and cost objectives.  New series of IC die and wire bonders with

significant productivity enhancement are scheduled to be launched

this year, further solidifying our leadership position in the industry.

Leadframe Division

With SEMI estimating the leadframe market as a whole to have

grown 8.2% in 2003, ASM raced away from the field to increase its

turnover by 13.6%, achieving US$56.5 million leadframe revenue

representing 16.9% of the Group’s total sales.

ASM management has made several strategic decisions in the last

two years to address long-term competitiveness in the leadframe

business.  The consolidation of all stamped frame production

activities into an integrated factory in Fu Yong, China, creates a

cost-efficient structure - reduced personnel and rental costs,

shortened manufacturing lead time and minimal work-in-progress -

as well as providing room to easily double output.  Similarly, our

new Malaysian plant, when ready, will sharpen our edge in the

etched frame business.  In due course we expect the stamped

frames produced locally in the Malaysian plant to carve out new

markets in Malaysia and Singapore.  Concurrently we are broadening

our product offerings with fine pitch, high leadcount TQFP and power

leadframes, making investments in a selective nickel plating line

and precision tooling fabrication.

With improved thermal dissipation, smaller form factor and the

potential to be a lower cost package than those in the market today,

QFN show major potential and have been designed into the latest

generation of wireless products.  Demand is rising rapidly and ASM

aims to maintain our strong foothold in this area by continuing to

leverage on ASM equipment expertise to offer our customers total

packaging solutions.  In addition, as industry migrates to lead-free

electronics products, we will further our development efforts and

production capacity of palladium-plated leadframes.
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CAPACITY AND PLANT DEVELOPMENT

With the consolidation of our stamped leadframe manufacturing in

one plant at Fu Yong, China, more than 45,000 sq.ft. of space

became available in our Sha Tou Jiao, Shenzhen plant.  Since then

we have redeployed the area for equipment manufacturing, and

added another 20,000 sq.ft. facility to house newly acquired parts-

fabrication machinery.  To support the abrupt ramp-up of output

since the 4th quarter, we have rapidly increased our production

manpower and made further investments in CNC machines.  As a

result, capital investments in 2003 amounted to HK$160.5 million,

in line with our original budget.

Even though the space for expansion has become limited on our

Singapore plant leadframe manufacturing floor and the business is

competitive, we deem it prudent to install additional production

capacity for QFN (etched) leadframes.  In addition to providing

expansion space for our etched frame plating and post-plating

operations, we also intend to leverage on the proximity advantage to

cultivate the stamped frame business in the Malaysia and Singapore

markets.  For this reason we have decided to build a 280,000 sq.ft.

factory in Pasir Gudang, Johor Bahru, Malaysia to be ready for

production in early 2005.  The initial project cost of US$12 million

for the building and a few plating lines have been included in our

2004 capital budget.

To cope with current increased business levels and adopting a

more aggressive stance than in recent years, we have budgeted

HK$250 million for capacity and plant development in 2004.  This

will provide new analytical equipment, hardware and software to

support R&D, logistics and information systems, stamping presses

and dies, CNC machinery for producing parts for our hot equipment

products, and in addition fund the much enlarged Malaysian plant

under construction at the present time.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

In the equipment industry, companies compete not only on current

product offerings but also in innovation rate and time-to-market of

new and better products.  Supported by over 550 Research and

Development staff in our R&D centers based in Hong Kong and

Singapore, ASM has an outstanding track record of delivering new

generations of products every 2-3 years.  In addition, we have

significantly widened our product portfolio in recent times making

market inroads in the flip chip bonding, soft solder attachment and

test handler areas.  To ensure the long term success of the Company,

we have long been committed to spending 10% of our equipment

sales on research and development.  In 2003, our gross R&D

expenditure increased by 16.8% to HK$218.4 million, representing

10.1% of our equipment sales and in line with our R&D funding

guidelines.
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